We consider the Earth-Venus mass-optimal interplanetary transfer of a low-thrust spacecraft and show how the optimal guidance can be represented by deep networks in a large portion of the state space and to a high degree of accuracy. Imitation (supervised) learning of optimal examples is used as a network training paradigm. The resulting models are suitable for an on-board, real-time, implementation of the optimal guidance and control system of the spacecraft and are called G&CNETs.
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(·) N = neural network prediction (·) * = optimal value 1 Introduction
The use of deep networks in decision making systems has produced increasingly interesting results over the past decade and in diverse applications ranging from computer gaming to robotics, to micro and unmanned air vehicles and spacecraft [1] . The mathematical theories powering most of these new results are the consolidated ones of reinforcement learning, dynamic programming and optimal control, coupled to emerging results in training deep networks. It is worth noting that environments such as those encountered in video-games, Earth robotics and air vehicles are characterized by high noise levels and unpredictability. In all these cases, decision making is greatly affected by environmental stochasticity, making the use of optimal control theory for deterministic systems less appealing. Spacecraft, on the other hand, operate in a rather different environment, comparatively free of major disturbances. As a consequence, deterministic optimal control methods (e.g. indirect methods based on Pontryagin's principle [2] or direct methods based on collocation [3] ) are widely used to design guidance profiles for low-thrust interplanetary transfers, spacecraft landing, docking problems etc. The works from Sanchez and Izzo [4, 5] introduced the idea to use imitation learning (also known as behavioural cloning, and essentially based on the classical supervised learning scheme) to teach a deep artificial neural network to produce on-board, and in real time, the optimal guidance and tested it on several spacecraft landing scenarios. The results, triggering a number of other studies [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] ) suggest that future space systems might use an artificial neural network in place of their on-board guidance and control systems, and hence these networks are called G&CNETs. An early study on the stability of a G&CNET controlled system [10] shows how it is also possible to provide control guarantees to the resulting neurocontrolled system, a fact of great relevance for such a mission critical component. The extension of these results to interplanetary low-thrust trajectories seems ripe.
In particular it is of interest to prove that G&CNETs can be developed to represent the highly discontinuous optimal controls arising in mass optimal interplanetary transfers, and in a large portion of the interplanetary medium. While not directly using the term G&CNET, a first study on deep networks for the real time optimal control of interplanetary transfers appeared recently [7] , but only considering two dimensional dynamics and a simple solar sailing transfer with continuous controls. In following works from Li et al. [8, 9] neural networks are also trained to approximate the co-states, the optimal thrust and the value function of optimal interplanetary transfers, but only succeeding for time optimal cases (resulting in continuous thrust profiles) and in close neighbourhoods of nominal transfers (e.g. small perturbations of the order of 0.1 m/s on the initial velocity and 100m on the initial position were considered [9] ). The time consuming creation of optimal examples, likely prevented these works to produce large enough datasets and thus train networks able to go well beyond the simple cases considered there and able to approximate the optimal guidance in a larger portion of interplanetary space with acceptable accuracies. In a previous, yet preliminary, work [12] we hinted on how to take advantage of Pontryagin principle to create massive datasets of optimal trajectories avoiding the time consuming solution procedures of optimal control problems. In this work, we refine those results studying in depth the methodologies there only sketched. Our final aim is to prove the possibility to design G&CNETs able to produce complex mass optimal guidance profiles in large portions of interplanetary space (i.e. also far away from a nominal transfer). We introduce a new generic methodology (the "backward generation of optimal examples"), based on Pontryagin principle and able to create optimal training samples by numerically integrating a system of equations.
We apply it to an Earth-Venus transfer assembling seven large databases of optimal low-thrust transfers which we release publicly (see [13] and similar). Overall, in the context of this work, we are able to compute and release 4,000,000 mass optimal transfers containing multiple bang-off phases. For comparison, the datasets used in [8] contain roughly 12,000 trajectories, while the datasets used in [7, 9] contain 1,000 trajectories (and all considering smooth thrust profiles). After the dataset creation, four different training methodologies are studied: one based on policy learning (i.e. the original G&CNET training method developed in [5, 11] ) and three new training procedures based on value function learning (i.e. learning the final optimal propellant mass and inferring the optimal thrust profile from it). Our paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we provide the necessary mathematical definitions of the low-thrust interplanetary dynamics considered, the related optimal control problem and we present a short discussion on the consequences of Pontryagin's and Bellman's optimality principles to our case. In Section 3 we describe the "backward generation of optimal examples", a new methodology (based on Pontryagin's principle) to generate large databases of optimal stateaction pairs without solving optimal control problems. Then, in Section 4, the artificial neural network architectures and various loss functions are discussed. In the following Section 5 we describe the details of the seven different databases of optimal interplanetary transfers to Venus that we use in this paper and that we created and made publicly available (see [13] ). Details on the G&CNET training are then given in the following Section 6, while the evaluation of the their performances is discussed at length in Section 7.
Background

Dynamics
We consider the motion of a spacecraft of mass m with a position r and velocity v subject only to the Sun gravitational attraction in the heliocentric International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF). The spacecraft also has an ion thruster with a specific impulse I sp and a maximum thrust c 1 independent from solar distance. We describe the spacecraft state via its mass m and the modified equinoctial elements x = [p, f, g, h, k, L] T as originally defined by Walker et al. [14] .
The motion of the spacecraft is described by the following set of differential equations:
where, w = 1 + f cos L + g sin L, s 2 = 1 + h 2 + k 2 and f r , f t , f n are the radial, tangential and normal components of the force generated by the ion thruster. The gravity parameter is denoted with µ and the gravitational acceleration at sea level with g 0 .
It is useful to rewrite these equations using matrix notation thus we introduce the matrices B and D defined as:
and
and x = [p, f, g, h, k, L] T . Thus the equations of motion become:
where the spacecraft thrust is now indicated by c 1 uî τ = [f r , f t , f n ] T and is bounded by the relations |u(t)| ≤ 1 and |î τ (t)| = 1. The control u is called the throttle and, unlike the thrust, is non dimensional. The dynamics is controlled, at each instant, by the throttle magnitude u(t) ∈ [0, 1] and the thrust directionî τ . We refer to these control variables also with a single symbol u(t) = [u(t),î τ (t)] and we use the notation u ∈ U to indicate that the control u belongs to the space U of admissible controls. Recall that the constant c 1 is the maximum thrust and note that the constant c 2 = c 1 /(I sp g 0 ) was introduced for convenience.
The optimal control problem
We consider here a free time orbital transfer problem, i.e. finding the controls u(t) andî τ (t) defined in [0, t f ] and the transfer time t f so that the functional:
is minimized, and the spacecraft is steered from its initial mass m 0 and some initial point 
Consequences of Pontryagin's Minimum Principle
Following the work of Pontryagin [2] , we infer the necessary conditions for optimality by applying Pontryagin's minimum principle. Since we have stated a minimisation problem, the conditions are slightly different from the ones originally derived in Pontryagin's work. First we introduce the co-states λ, λ m as continuous functions defined in [0, t f ] and define the Hamiltonian: 6) and the system of equations:
The explicit form of the various derivatives appearing in the equations above is reported in Appendix 8. Along an optimal trajectory, the Hamiltonian must be zero (free terminal time problem) and minimal with respect to the choices of u andî τ . For the optimal thrust directionî * τ it follows that
where the time dependence on the right hand side is present both in the co-states and in B, but has been omitted for brevity. For the optimal throttle u * , necessarily:
where we introduced a switching function: method. In other words, for a given initial state x 0 and m 0 , we need to find the initial values λ 0 and λ m0 such that solving the initial value problem (IVP) for Eq. (7) results in a final state at t f that matches the arrival conditions at the target orbit, the transversality conditions and the free-time condition on the Hamiltonian. Formally, we introduce the shooting function:
where we indicate with a subscript V the modified equinoctial elements of Venus orbit and with the subscript f the final values of the modified equinoctial elements resulting from numerically integrating Eq. (7) for a time t f from the initial conditions x 0 , m 0 , λ 0 , λ m0 . Solving an instance of the optimal control problem considered is then equivalent to solving the equation: φ(λ 0 , λ m0 , t f ) = 0.
Consequences of Bellman's Principle of Optimality
Let us now apply Bellman's principle of optimality [16] to the optimal control problem we stated in Section 2.2. We indicate with v(x, m) the value function, i.e. the optimal value of the functional defined by Eq. (5) when the initial spacecraft state is x, m. Since the value function is, in the case considered, time-independent, the Hamilton Jacobi Bellman (HJB) equations can be written as:
These equations hold for all points where v(x, m) is differentiable. We use f (x, m) to denote the right hand side of Eq. (4) including the mass equation and, abusing the notation, we use, only in this context, the symbol λ to indicate all the co-states. Pontryagin's minimum principle can then, in general, be formulated as u = arg min u∈U H = arg min u∈U (u + λ · f (x, m)). Comparing this last expression to Eq.((13)) we may conclude that the co-states introduced by Pontryagin in his theory are the gradients of the value function introduced by Bellman in his theory. This fact, albeit rarely exploited in interplanetary trajectory optimization research, provides a convenient basis for the design of artificial neural network learning procedures, a fact we exploit later in Section 6.
Generating Databases of Optimal Trajectories
As the main purpose of this work is to study artificial neural networks capability to learn the structure of optimal low-thrust interplanetary trajectories, a learning database D := {(x, m, λ, λ m ), u * i )..i = 1...N } containing spacecraft (augmented) states and the optimal associated thrust vectors is needed. In this section we describe a method able to efficiently construct such a database. In order to generate D, the straight forward approach would be to solve a large number of optimal control problems, sample each resulting optimal trajectory in multiple time instants and store the resultant (augmented) state-action pairs. Such an approach has indeed been pursued in the past, also by us (CITE), but it comes with an intrinsic problem: finding one optimal interplanetary low-thrust trajectory is a computationally intensive task, finding thousands of them can be a barrier limiting the applicability of the resulting method. An alternative method, called "Backward Generation of Optimal Examples" is here presented that is able to create a sufficiently dense database of optimal trajectories by solving only once the Two-Point Boundary Value Problem (TPBVP) resulting from the application of Pontryagin principle, and then exploiting principles of optimality to generate more optimal trajectories to learn from at the cost of simpler numerical integrations. A good statistical distribution of the sampled data points is then also ensured by making use of the Sundman [17] transform during such integrations.
Backward Generation of Optimal Examples
In this section we describe our method to construct efficiently a database D of optimal state action pairs: the "Backward Generation of Optimal Examples". The brute-force approach for populating D requires selecting a number of meaningful initial states and then solving the corresponding optimal control problem (e.g. finding a zero for the shooting function, see Section 2). This approach scales extremely poorly because of the known computational difficulties associated with solving optimal control problems, both using direct and indirect methods. Previous work (e.g. Sanchez and Izzo [4, 5] ) deployed a continuation (homotopy) approach to reduce some of the complexity involved by eliminating the need to search for a new initial guess for each optimal control problem instance: by perturbing the initial state of a nominal trajectory, the unperturbed states (and co-states) provide (most of the time) a good initial guess to solve also the newly created optimal control problem. However, assuming that no convergence issues occur, it is still necessary to solve Eq. (11) for the new initial conditions considered (if an indirect method is pursued) or the resulting transcribed non linear programming problem (if a direct method is pursued). In both cases a significant computational cost is encountered.
In practice, there exists a more efficient way to obtain a similar result avoiding entirely convergence issues, guaranteeing optimality and reducing the computational costs significantly. The idea, applicable more generally to any problem formulated in the form introduced in Section 2.3.1, is to perform a backward in time numerical propagation of Eq. (7) starting from suitable values of the state and co-states obtained perturbing the final values known for a nominal trajectory. This perturbation needs to be chosen such that the transversality conditions and the condition on the Hamiltonian are still satisfied. If this is the case, the trajectory obtained by the backward integration of Eq. (7) will be the solution to the optimal control problem of reaching the target orbit from any state along the computed trajectory. Hence we can insert any point along such a trajectory into our database D. 
where the perturbation δλ is chosen in some ball B ρ ∈ R 7 of size ρ. Since we want that the transversality conditions on the final (free) true longitude and on the final (free) mass to be satisfied also for the new costates, we set δλ L = 0, δλ m f = 0. The remaining values for δλ are randomly sampled within B ρ . If the values for the new states 
Sampling the optimal trajectories
Each optimal trajectory obtained, regardless of the method used to compute it, has to be sampled in N points and the corresponding (augmented) state-action pairs inserted into D. In order to create a database covering equally the interplanetary space we avoid the use of sampling the optimal trajectories uniformly in time (which would create a strong bias for larger distances) and use, instead, the Sundman transformation originally described by Sundman [17] and Levi-Civita [18] . The integration variable in Eq. (7) is thus transformed from dt to dθ s :
where c is a constant that depends on n and r is the radial distance from the main body. In this work, we use n = 1 and c = a/µ where θ s is, therefore, the eccentric anomaly and a is the semi-major axis. We use the notationṗ to refer to derivatives with respect to time and p to refer to derivatives with respect to θ s . Using the Sundman transformation, Eq. (7) becomes: 
When implementing the discussed "Backward Generation of Optimal Examples" methodology, we use this system of equations, rather than Eq. (7), to perform the backward propagation. The resulting trajectory is then sampled at N equally spaced points in θ s , which results in a sample density uniform in the eccentric anomaly. Note that varying the parameter n of the Sundmann transformation one can bias the database D, and thus the network learning, to have 
The Network
In this section we describe the neural network architectures we use and the various loss functions proposed and studied for their training. The final aim of training an artificial neural network on D is to have it learn the optimal control structure for a low-thrust transfer and thus use it on-board the satellite to generate, in real time and autonomously, the guidance and control commands to be sent to the spacecraft thrusters. For this reason, although the term originated in a different context, these type of networks are referred to as Guidance and Control Networks or, briefly, G&CNETs [10] .
In this study we indicate, generically, a G&CNET with the symbol N (x, m). Formally this is a function of the spacecraft state, defined by the following relations:
N (x, m) :
where L (0) denotes the input layer and L (i+1) the subsequent hidden layers. The network depth (i.e. the number of layers) l as well as the network width (i.e. the number of neurons per layers) determined by the weight matrices W (i) and bias vectors b (i) dimensions, constitute the network architecture. σ i is a non-linear function termed activation function that is selected for each layer. The neural network parameters (i.e. the weight matrices and the biases) are found during training, typically using some variant of the stochastic gradient descent method. Note that we do not make use of any data pre-processing or post-processing as, instead, typical in a machine learning pipeline. Non dimensional units are used, though, for both the equinoctial elements and the mass).
Architectures
The two fundamental architectures used in this paper are shown in Figure 1 . The first one predicts the value function v, which in our case is the final optimal mass m * f , and hence is called value function network, the second one predicts the throttle u and the quantities d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , which relate to the throttle direction via the relation
This second architecture is called policy network. We found that the initialisation of the weights and biases is very important in the case studied and that bad initialisation leads to early convergence and poor performance in general both on the training and the validation sets. We used Kaiming Normal initialisation [19] as this was found to be better suited to our network architectures. While such a normalization was originally developed for ReLu units, their functional similarity to the softplus units used here makes it appropriate for our architectures.
Loss Functions
We consider 6 different approaches to learning the state feedback optimal control. These can be classified into the two categories of Policy Imitation and Value Function Approximation. Policy Imitation is straightforward in that the neural network learns the mapping between the spacecraft state and the optimal controls. On the other hand, Value Function Approximation is a more interesting strategy in that the neural network learns the mapping between the spacecraft state and the cost required to reach Venus' orbit: ideally, the neural network gradients with respect to the spacecraft state will then be make it possible to compute the optimal controls as well. Note that learning the value function, even when the following step of deducing the optimal controls fails, has its merit by itself as allows a number of applications, for example, in preliminary mission design where many transfer options need to be evaluated without going into the detail of the exact guidance law.
In order to describe the loss functions used for our networks, it is convenient to introduce the following components:
• Policy Learning Loss Component -the error in the estimated controls:
• Value Function Loss Component -the error in the estimated value function:
• Costate Loss Component -the error in the gradients of the network with respect to the true costates:
• Hamiltonian Loss Component -the error in Hamiltonian computed from the network approximated costates:
• Control Loss Component -the error in the controls computed from the network approximated costates: can be used to train a policy network on the optimal policy whereas the remaining loss components can be used to train a value function network. Combining the latter loss components in different ways we can conceive different training pipelines such as training the gradients of the value function network directly on the l λ component.
Our training databases
As discussed in Section 3, in order to build a database of trajectories, D using the "Backward Generation of Optimal Examples"we require A) one nominal trajectory and B) a strategy to perturb the final augmented state. In the following two subsections we will be introducing these two items as defined in our experiments.
The nominal trajectory
To illustrate the concepts presented above and their potential we focus on one single interplanetary transfer, but it is to be remarked that the same methodology can be applied in general. We consider a spacecraft with mass m 0 = 1500 kg, a nuclear electric propulsion system specified by I sp = 3800 s and c 1 = 0.33 N. We compute the mass optimal transfer from the Earth to Venus orbit starting from the 7th of May 2005. Venus orbit is assumed keplerian and its orbital elements are computed at 1.05 yr from the launch date. The planet ephemerides are computed using JPL low-precision ephemerides [20] .
We solve the optimal control problem by solving the equation φ(λ 0 , λ m0 , t f ) = 0 (see Eq. (11)). Note that this is, essentially, a system of eight nonlinear equations in eight unknowns and can be solved by root finding methods (e.g.
Powell, Levenberg-Marquardt) as well as by SQP or interior point methods (e.g. SNOPT [21] or IPOPT [22] ).
As it is well known (see [23] for example), the convergence radius for this problem can get rather small, to the point that if we were to try to directly solve the mass optimal problem (i.e. plugging = 0 in Eq. (5)) we would fail consistently as almost any initial guess on the co-state would not converge.
However, solving the problem for = 0.1 is reasonably simple as convergence is frequently achieved when starting with random co-states (we sample them from a uniform distribution with a standard deviation of 10). Note that we use nondimensional units for the state so that the astronomical unit AU is used for length, the spacecraft initial mass for mass, and the rest is set as to get µ = 1..
Gradually decreasing from 0.1 down to 10 −6 (as visualised in Figure 2 ), allows us to obtain the final mass optimal trajectory which is visualised in Figure 4a . We refer to the final trajectory (with = 10 −6 ) as the nominal trajectory in the following.
The nominal trajectory reaches the orbit of Venus after t * f = 1.376 yr and spends m p = 210.47 kg of propellant and is visualized in Figure 4 .
Perturbation and Database Size
It takes in the order of minutes on an Intel Xeon E5-2650L v4 processor at 1.70 GHz to solve (completing the whole homotopy path) one optimal control problem. And this is assuming the initial guess on the co-states are withing the radius of convergence of the shooting function solver. The largest database we trained on consists of about 10 6 trajectories, thus brute-forcing the database generation would require on the order of years without multi-threading.
Using, instead, the "Backward Generation of Optimal Examples"(see Section 3.1) a database containing 10 6 optimal trajectories is generated in ∼ 6 h: an improvement of several orders of magnitude.
Overall, we generated a total of 7 databases around the same nominal trajectory by varying the perturbation sizes (of the final augmented state) and number of trajectories. Table 1 shows the databases we generated and the three parameters that characterise each database: the perturbation size, the number of sample points along a trajectory and the number of trajectories generated.
For all databases except for F and G, we used a fixed perturbation size for all the parameters. For databases F and G we experimented with a non uniform perturbation size tailored to create a visually dense database around the conditions of interest. The exact perturbations of each component are listed in 
Network Training
We experimented with several combinations of loss functions and architectures and we report here the results on 4 different networks which we found particularly significant. The first trained network, indicated N 1 is a policy network 
where s 1 is a scaling parameter chosen to normalise the loss components relative to each other. We find that the l H component is generally poorly scaled relative to the other components. Depending on the network initialisation, we found that, for our particular architecture and initialisation, the l H component started with a value of ≈ 10 −1 which was too small relative to the other components (which were of the order 10 0 − 10 1 ). For this reason we selected a value of s 1 = 10 2 .
These four networks were trained using the same optimiser with similar hyper-parameters. Specifically, we used the Amsgrad [24] optimiser with β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, = 10 −8 and weight decay = 0.0. The networks N 1 , N 2 and N 3 were trained with lr = 10 −4 whereas N 4 was trained with lr = 10 −3 .
Based on the improvements in the validation loss, we fixed the number of training epochs for each network type for all databases. N 1 was trained for 250 epochs, N 2 and N 4 were trained for 100 epochs, and N 3 was trained for 1000 epochs. The minibatch size was also fixed at 4096 examples per GPU and multi-GPU training with up to 4 GPUs was utilised where possible.
We split the databases into training, validation and test sets following an 80 -10 -10 split. The nominal trajectory was excluded from the training as we wanted to measure whether the networks generalised to the underlying, unseen reference trajectory. Furthermore, using the validation split, we incorporated the reduction of the learning rate whenever the validation loss plateaued.
Results
There are numerous ways to evaluate the performance of the trained G&CNETs, each with their pros and cons.
Here we look at two main elements: A) the G&CNET performance when controlling the spacecraft starting from the nominal trajectory initial conditions, B) the G&CNET performance when controlling the spacecraft starting from "any" initial conditions. 
Performance along the nominal conditions
The first performance criteria is to look at how closely and optimally the spacecraft reaches the orbit of Venus when starting from the nominal conditions used to generated the different databases via our"backward generation of optimal examples" technique. In Figure 4 the interplanetary transfer resulting from using the networks is shown in comparison to the nominal transfer (i.e. the optimal transfer) revealing different levels of performances. In order to quantify the comparison, we first look at the final Euclidean distance between the first 5 equinoctial elements (p, f, g, h, k) to the target equinoctial elements defining Venus orbit. We refer to this measure as the "reduced Euclidean distance"
(rEd) and denote it with ∆(x) 2 . The rEd is measured between Venus orbit and the orbit achieved after numerically integrating for the optimal time t * f Eq.(4) where f r , f t , f n are computed from the G&CNET. Table 3 shows the rEd measure associated to each network controller trained on each of the databases. For scale, the rEd measure between the Earth and Venus orbit is 0.28.
Note that the rEd distance is not, alone, returning the full picture on the network performances since it does not include any information on the propellant used. In order to evaluate the mass optimality resulting from the various networks, we solve the optimal control problem described in Section 2.3.1 from the spacecraft state at t * f to Venus' orbit at t * f + ∆t, and compare it to the fixed time optimal transfer from Earth to Venus, the fixed time being t * f + ∆t. The resulting difference in propellant used is called propellant discrepancy and is the indicator we use to quantify the mass optimality of a network controller. Table 4 shows the propellant discrepancy of each controller trained on each database.
Performance away from nominal conditions
A second performance criteria is to look at the behaviour of the network controllers when initial conditions are considered that are far away from the nominal trajectory used to generated the databases via our"backward generation of optimal examples" technique. For this criteria we consider two indicators we think cover the most important characteristics of a controller: first we look at mean errors of the optimal policy predictions as computed from a G&CNET, and then we look at how close to Venus' orbit each spacecraft eventually gets when perturbing the initial nominal conditions by increasing factors. Additionally, for the value function networks, we evaluate the ability of the networks to predict the optimal value function (i.e. to compute the optimal propellant to reach Venus orbit from any spacecraft state). Table 5 shows the mean errors of the controls computed from each neural network on their test sets. We chose to use the mean absolute error for the throttle and the mean angular error for the thrust direction. The mean angular error is useful as it foregoes issues of vector scaling and focuses on the important aspect of the thrust vector, namely, the direction, whereas the throttle error focuses on the throttle magnitude. The throttle error is thus defined as ∆u = |u N − u * | and the angular error is defined as ψ iτ = arccos î τ N ·î * τ . We denote the mean using the notation · = 1 N N (·) and the standard deviation using the notation σ (·) = 1 N −1 N (· − · ), e.g. ∆u is the mean throttle error and σ (∆u)
is the standard deviation of the throttle error. We will use this notation in the rest of this paper. In Table 5 we see that the policy network N 1 and value function network N 3 have consistently low errors with some variability across databases and a few exceptions. We also note that the value function network N 2 has a high error in general. This network is trained using a loss function l N2 that does not penalise errors in the value function gradients, this results in a network that is unusable for the purpose of reconstructing the optimal policy. By adding such a contribution to the loss function, we get l N3 which has, instead, a low prediction error for the optimal policy. To a lesser extent, we see observe the same improvement in N 4 which uses a loss l N4 that while not enforcing the value function gradient directly, it does penalize violations to the Belmann equation Eq.(13) and the transversality condition on the Hamiltonian (free time transfer). The advantage of such a loss is that it does not require the co-states and can in principle be applied to learn from optimal examples generated by direct methods too. Table 6 shows the performance of the value function networks on predicting the optimal value function for the initial conditions in the test set of their training databases. We show the mean absolute error in terms of the propellant required to reach Venus' orbit optimally from the given initial conditions, and we denote this by ∆J = |J N − J * | . In this case we see, unsurprisingly, that the value function network N 2 , using a loss function that only cares about the value function value, outperforms the others with an accuracy in predicting the propellant required with an accuracy on the order of 2 kg for the case of a training on the database G. A transfer is considered as successful when the minimum rEd reached along a transfer is below a threshold of 0.01.
The regions are defined by perturbing the equinoctial elements of the initial nominal state (Earth's orbit) by x% for A x , e.g. for 2% the initial states are perturbed to be between 98% and 102% of its original value. The regions of these perturbations can be seen in Figure 5 where we also visualize the corresponding final orbits for the case of the value function network l N3 trained on database D. The mean rEd reported in Table 7 is computed considering the minimum rEd achieved along N = 100 transfers starting from different initial conditions randomly sampled in a given region, In Table 7 we report in details the performances of the architectures N 1 and N 3 showing their high success rate and precision also far away from the nominal transfer The mean rEd values have a small standard deviation and are below a value of 0.05 even in the worst case scenarios. We note that increasing the database size and density (i.e. changing database from from A to D) translates to an improved performance in all the perturbation regions at the cost of an increase in the mean rEd for the policy networks for perturbations less than 16%. In terms of the policy networks, if your goal is to fly to Venus' orbit successfully within a large region the best performing policy network is the one trained on database D. Conversely, if your goal is to acquire the target Venus orbit with high precision starting from initial conditions close to Earth, then the policy network trained on database A would be more suitable given the smaller mean rEd. On the other hand, the value function network show a significant improvement in the mean rEd and success rate when moving from database A to D. In the case of region A 16 , we see a deterioration of the performance of the value function network when comparing database D to database G. It is difficult to pick one value function network as being suitable for the case of a large perturbation given that the mean rEd of the network trained on database G is half of that of the network trained on database D, but fails to achieve Venus' orbit (within an rEd of 0.01) 40% of the time as opposed to 17% for the training on database D. For a small perturbation region, it is much easier to select the appropriate network given that the value function network trained on database G has the smallest rEd and smallest spread in rEd while achieving a 100% success rate.
It is also curious to note that all the networks in Table 7 are 100% successful in achieving Venus' orbit within a rEd of 0.01 for the regions A 2 and A 4 . Furthermore, excluding the value function network trained on database A and the policy network trained on database G, the networks are able to achieve Venus' orbit with a very high success rate also in the region A 8 . This is very surprising considering that, as seen in Figure 5 , region A 8 is very large in terms of coverage.
Conclusion
In this work we have introduced a new methodology called "backward generation of optimal examples" to generate large databases of optimal trajectories bypassing entirely all the difficulties associated to optimal control solvers. In the case of a mass optimal interplanetary transfer between the Earth and Venus orbit we demonstrate the method building several databases of mass optimal transfer containing 4,000,000 optimal trajectories, largely surpassing any other previous related attempt.
We find that deep artificial neural networks can learn the optimal policy (optimal thrust magnitude and direction) from these large databases both when predicting directly the optimal policy (policy network) and when predicting the value function (value function networks). In this last case we find that it is necessary to include some additional component to the loss function to inform its gradients in order for the approximated model to be used to recover the optimal policy.
The best performing networks (G&CNETs) trained in this work are able to predict the optimal thrust and thrust direction to within an error of 5% and 1°. The value function networks are also able to predict the optimal propellant mass to within 1% of the true optimal mass. When starting from nominal initial condition the developed G&CNET is able to complete the interplanetary transfer using only 2 more propellant than in the corresponding mathematical optimal solution. Furthermore, we find that the trained G&CNETs are able to steer optimally the spacecraft to Venus' orbit also when deviating consistently from the planned nominal conditions. Our results constitute a step forward towards the realization of a purely onboard system able to perform the guidance and control functions of a low-thrust spacecraft simultaneously and in real time. 
